
Exhale Book Club Discussion Guide 

October: The Atomic Weight of Love by Elizabeth Church 

* There may be spoilers in this. You’ve been warned! * 
 

In Elizabeth Church’s debut novel, The Atomic 
Weight of Love, we meet a young Meridian Wallace, a 
woman whose desire to study birds is engulfed in other 
timelines: a war and a marriage. More specifically, 
Meridian marries a much-older researcher whose work 
on the atomic bomb is helping to end World War II.  

Throughout the novel we are taken from winter-laced 
Chicago to the sun-washed dessert of New Mexico as 
we see Meridian’s dreams relocate along with her 
address. As she comes to terms with the life she thought she’d have versus the one that she actually does, 
we see her struggle with her identity and purpose, and ultimately with who she will choose to be.  

“To question, to ponder, to ask, and to learn. Education was my drug of choice—classrooms, books, 
lectures, pushing myself to understand. Forever trying to win my father’s approval, never quite grasping 
the fact that a dead man cannot applaud.” - page 10  

Q1: Ouch. How does this set the tone for the novel? And how do you think this desire of Meri’s plays out 
as the story progresses?  

Meridian is drawn to Alan Whetstone because of his mind: he’s intelligent, very much so, and largely 
unconcerned with the societal norms of life. Meridian says of Alan: “This was a wholly intellectual 
creature, barely cognizant of the physical world and its requirements. I felt myself longing to soar along 
with him in the realm of pure ideas, of complete and total academic isolation.” - page 17  

But in other points so far in the novel, we have seen Meridian care about the physical world and its 
requirements more than she might think she does. She notes Jer’s plump, full lips on page 11, and feels 
physically drawn to him in other parts of the novel such as on page 16.  
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“As I watched him, I wondered how 
many times a heart can heal. Are we 

allotted a specific number of 
comebacks from heartbreak?”  

- page 217  



Q2: Do you think this is merely a young woman not old enough to know herself just yet, or is she willfully 
ignoring this physical part of herself in order to fit an ideal that she has in her own head?  

On page 23, Meridian relays a scene where she and Alden are in a coffee shop and he mentions that his 
ex-wife miscarried twice. He then turns to Meri and asks “What do you think?” Her response is “Maybe 
later, much later.” But then she goes on to tell the reader this: “I didn’t reveal the full breadth of my 
ambivalence, my sometimes disconcerting lack of any biological yearning for children.”  

Q3: Meri calls this lack of yearning “disconcerting” — who do you think it is disconcerting to, Meri or the 
people around her?  

Q4: Have you experienced in your own motherhood journey a desire or non-desire to have children that 
seemed to run counter to what was expected of you, either by a partner, family members, or a community 
that you were in at the time?  

As I read the story of Alden and Meri’s engagement and then wedding, I couldn’t help but feel that Alden 
grew more and more harsh with Meri the farther they got in their relationship. From chastising her about 
aggravating the censors with her letters to even reprimanding her on the way she didn’t fill out her taxes 
correctly on the first try (I mean, who does?!).  

Q5: Why do you think Meri plunged headlong into this relationship even when things were less than 
ideal? As someone who was self-proclaimed bad at and uninterested in social norms, was she merely more 
comfortable in a relationship where someone else dictated the terms and she didn’t have to figure them 
out on her own?  

On page 69, Alden tells Meri “You should always believe me, Meri. I will never lie to you.” And Meri goes 
on to narrate that “It’s keeping promises, not making them, that is the impossible thing.”  
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Q6: What relationship do you have to the making and keeping of promises? Or of promises being made 
or kept to you? Is there one unkempt promise that constantly hangs over your head?  

In choosing to stay at Los Alamos even after the war is over, Alden effectively seals the envelope on Meri’s 
graduate work with crows. She has a choice — live with Alden in Los Alamos and surrender her research, 
or live apart and continue — but it’s not really a choice, not to a 1950s housewife. She says “I could 
understand why he wanted Los Alamos, what it represented to him, what it could do for his future, his 
career. Were my needs less important than his? More trivial? Or were my needs great enough to 
overshadow what Alden might accomplish if he could continue to pursue research that literally changed 
the course of man, of history? I couldn’t be that selfish, could I?” (page 81-82).  

Q7: Have you ever been faced with this sort of dilemma: your own needs stacked against those of a 
partner, a child, a parent, a sibling? What choice was ultimately made, and how did it make you feel?  

Alden refuses to embrace Meri’s new friend, Belle, and even gets angry that Meri invites Belle and her 
husband over for dinner. After the dinner, Alden tells Meri that she is not to invite them again, that “We 
have nothing in common with people like that… the man’s damned near illiterate, and she’s only got a 
bachelor’s degree,” a statement to which Meri replies in her head “You wife only has a bachelor’s 
degree” (page 119).  

This scene made me immeasurably sad for Meri on so many levels: her inability to continue her studies, 
her inability to make friends in Los Alamos, and Alden’s refusal to play nice and at least pretend to be 
happy for her when she does.  

Q8: Have you ever felt truly stuck in a situation like this, where there was no good or easy choice to make? 
How did you manage it?  

On page 132, Meri hosts a dinner party for a few of Alden’s colleagues and their wives, eager to start 
making friends and working on her project of being happier in her marriage and her circumstances. But 
the evening is even more tiresome than being alone with Alden: after dinner, all the wives rebuff Meri’s 
attempts to make interesting conversation and instead share picture after picture of their children and 
families, making sure to slip in a “just you wait” or two about Meri someday having children. Aside from 
being insensitive considering Meri’s previous ectopic pregnancy, it’s also callous that no one asks her about 
her own life, assuming that since she doesn’t have children, she must have nothing to contribute.  
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Q9: Have you found yourself in a situation like this? How did it make you feel?  

Q10: Are you aware in social situations when someone else is the odd-gal or -guy out? Do you ever try to 
bring them into the fold?  

On pages 137-139, Alden and Meri discuss again the idea of having a child. Well, discuss again is 
generous, as Meri can’t remember a time that they’d ever talked before, while Alden is under the 
impression that by previously saying “My ex-wife had two miscarriages” — and only that, before they were 
ever dating — that they’d had the discussion and his opinion was clear: he wanted kids. Meri is 
flabbergasted: that wasn’t a conversation! That wasn’t clear! And I agree with her, it was not.  

Q11: Is this just another thing that the two failed to discuss prior to their quick engagement and 
marriage? Or is it a product of Alden being firmly entrenched in their present-day patriarchal view that 
women want children and that Meri is “unnatural” for not wanting them? He married a woman because 
she was different from the rest, and here finds her different from the rest but not in a good way.  

“I knew in my heart that I would be lonely for Belle for the rest of my life.” - page 146  

Q12: What do you think Meri means by this? Is there someone in your own life who you feel this way 
about, or know you would feel this way about?  

In her newfound desire to be happier in her marriage, Meri proposed that she and Alden start doing 
things together, taking lessons and the like. She says “And so began what I came to think of as The 
Activity Years, from the 1950s through the 1960s. I lined up distractions like suitors at a fancy dress ball.. 
tried to find at least one that would spirit me away, consume me with a full-throated passion” (page 153).  

Q13: Have you ever had your own version of “The Activity Years”? What were you trying to accomplish 
with them, if you knew? What did they accomplish, or what did you gain from them?  
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As Meri and Alden age and the story progresses, we see their relationship sort of fade. At one point, 
Alden tells Meri that he no longer needs sex, while Meri, 20 years his junior still does. Once again, Alden 
seems to be putting his own needs — or lack, thereof — before his wife’s needs. 

Q14: I can’t help wonder what Alden thought he was getting into by marrying someone so much younger. 
Was he blinded by Meri’s grown-up ways as a young woman? Or is he just that selfish that his needs are 
the only ones that matter in all areas of life?  

And now as I flip through the next section, I realize that maybe Alden never even thought that his wife 
might have needs — and that he was not fulfilling them. On pages 200-202, Meri and Clay have sex for 
the first time, and Meri experiences an orgasm for the first time in her life — after twenty-six years of 
marriage. Later that day, she’s rushing through the grocery store and as she runs into other ladies she’s 
known for decades, she wonders: “Does she know? Does this happen to her?” When I think about, what I 
really hear Meri saying to herself is “Did everyone know but me?” 

Q15: What’s one thing you’ve always thought this about — does everyone know about this but me? It can 
be about sex, sure, but anything: writing, motherhood, being a good sister, being an employee… what’s one 
area of life where you just know everyone is on a secret that you aren’t?  

“As I watched him, I wondered how many times a heart can heal. Are we allotted a specific number of 
comebacks from heartbreak?” - page 217  

Q16: What do you think?  

When Alden returns from his trip to Niagara, he hates the fact that Meridian has started to declutter 
their house. He goes so far as to insist that she bring his boxes of books back in from the car. She tells him 
to sit and relax while she does it and he asks, exasperated, “Where?” because there are boxes hanging 
around the living room. Meri says, “I stopped by the couch, moved the boxes, turned on the television on 
my way out the door. It was as if I were entertaining a child so that I could get my work 
accomplished” (page 254).  

The whole book, Alden seems to emphasize how young Meri is, how she just needs to go along with what 
he decides, largely because he is older and male and she is not. In this instance — along with a few others 
— we see the roles reversing, Alden growing less mature, less able to deal with change as Meri steps into 
herself as an adult with an identity outside of him.  
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Q17: Have you ever seen this or experienced this in a relationship? What did it feel like as either party?  

Clay, while much younger than both Meri and Alden, has a maturity to him that surprises the reader at 
times, like when he allows Jasper the dog to live with Meri and Alden, happy that Jasper and Alden get 
along and form a link between the disintegrating couple. Of this act Meri says “I think Clay loved me 
enough to be that generous” (page 273).  

Q18: How are you generous with the people you love? How are they generous with you?  

Meri eventually finds a friend in Emma, and once Meri decides to leave Alden for Clay, Emma very 
smartly says “Make sure this is your dream, no one else’s. The risk should be for you, not please yet another 
man. Don’t follow another man because he asks you to—don’t repeat your previous error. This should be 
for you” (page 291).  

Q19: Have you ever received advice this good from a friend? If so, what was it?  

Q20: Have you ever made the same mistake as Meri, followed a man or someone else to your own 
detriment? What did you learn form the experience?  

We get a short glimpse of what grief looks like for Meri when Alden passes away. She says, “Surviving his 
actual death, making it through writing his obituary, funeral negotiations… [etc.] — that was nothing. I 
made my lists, I crossed things off. It was after the rituals were past, when the house was ominously quiet, 
the phone silent, when people no longer knew what to do with me, what to say to me, an so chose instead 
to avoid me—that was when depression arrived to sit in my lap like an obstinate bowling ball” (page 307).  

Q21: Have you experience the sort of grief Meri is talking about? What did it look like to you?  

Q22: How can we make sure to continue to be there for people in the weeks, months, and years following 
their loss of a loved one?  
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Emma, again, says some of my favorite words in the book: “It is a privilege to watch you bloom. Especially 
in the middle of winter” (page 313).  

Q23: Do we say these kinds of things to our friends enough? How can we do more of it?  

Meri’s initiative called Wingspan to mentor young girls in the sciences is so good. I thought it the perfect 
ending for her. How much more wonderful would the world be if people like Meri were able to follow 
their callings earlier in life regardless of their married status or gender!  

Q24: Have you ever had the privilege to see someone bloom later in life, to see them lift off and soar like 
Meri does in the last pages of this book?  

Clay’s gifts to Meri (pages 329-330) over the years are so touching, so utterly representative of a deep love 
and respect that the two of them had for each other. I’m so glad Meri found Clay — or perhaps she’d 
never have had the strength to breathe life into Wingspan.  

Q25: Is there someone like Clay in your life — past or present — who represents that utter belief in your 
capabilities and worth as a human? How does this contribute to your ability to create? How could you 
represent this to someone else going forward?  

Q26: What do you think of the title of this book, The Atomic Weight of Love? What does it mean to you 
in relation to the story?  
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